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Who are TA and GAs?
1.

“Teaching Assistantship” or “Teaching Assistant” means an appointment of a Ryerson
undergraduate student employed to assist with teaching or related duties (as defined by
the CUPE agreement, Local 3904, Unit 3, 2017).

2.

“Graduate Assistantship” or “Graduate Assistant” means an appointment of a
Ryerson Graduate Student, enrolled on a full-time basis, who is employed to assist with
teaching or related duties. Such students shall be Ryerson students enrolled in the
University’s Master’s or PhD programs (as defined by the CUPE agreement, Local 3904,
Unit 3, 2017).

Overall, an assistantship can be understood as a paid apprenticeship: the TA or GA builds
teaching experience while being paid for his or her work in a particular field of study and
practice. The Department or Supervising Instructor* is responsible for the Assistant, and is the
main contact person for the position. Assistants are paid employees of the university, and all
Ryerson policies and contractual union obligations govern their duties and actions.
*“Supervising Instructor” (SI) is a faculty member, instructor, Department Chair, School
Director, an administrative Senior Director, or an administrative Manager/Supervisor, who
supervises an Assistant (as defined by the CUPE agreement, Local 3904, Unit 3, 2017).
What are some typical TA/GA Duties?
(From Article 12.01 of the CUPE agreement)
Some typical duties of Assistants include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preparation for classes
Preparation of written or audiovisual materials
Revising and maintaining course related material
Attending lectures
Serving as tutors
Leading discussions and supervising laboratories
Demonstrating explaining the use of equipment
Holding office hours
Consulting with students
Assisting in grading of tests, lab sets, essays and term papers
Proctoring tests, midterms and quizzes
Attending orientation(s)
Meeting with the instructor
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What are TA/GAs prohibited from doing?
(From Article 12.02 of the CUPE agreement)
Assistants are not required to carry out the following:
•
•
•
•

Lecturing/teaching
Responsibility for course grades, course content and mode of delivery
Design any assessment tool that evaluates students understanding of course materials,
such as quizzes, assignments, mid-term and final examinations
General departmental responsibilities of an academic nature

It is the Supervising Instructor’s responsibility to provide the Graduate Assistants and Teaching
Assistants with the following items: answer keys, solution sets, marking guidelines, and any
other related material to discharge his/her obligations.
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Extracts from Article 12 of the current CUPE Agreement
TA/GA Duties and Responsibilities
For more on the CUPE contract, please follow this link:
http://www.ryerson.ca/teaching/employment_resources/cupe-3904-unit3/
According to the current CUPE agreement, Assistants have the following duties and obligations:
12.01 Duties
Assistants play a number of vital academic support roles at Ryerson. These may vary
considerably from Faculty to Faculty, Department to Department, School to School, and from
course to course.
The duties of a Graduate Assistant or Teaching Assistant may include, but are not limited to:
preparation for classes, preparation of written or audiovisual materials; revising and maintaining
course related material; attending lectures; serving as tutors, leading discussions and supervising
laboratories; demonstrating and explaining the use of equipment; helping students perform
technical procedures; assisting students in project work in specified laboratories; helping
students perform and solve given course-related assignments; holding office hours; consulting
with students (including electronic consultation); assisting in the grading of tests, lab sets, essays
and term papers; proctoring tests, midterms, exams and quizzes; setting up experiments;
monitoring the working condition of equipment in the assigned laboratory/learning environment;
attending employer orientation workshops and training; conferring with the Supervising
Instructor in charge, and coordinating or liaising with other Graduate Assistants or Teaching
Assistants, as required.
Assistantship duties shall be comprised of an appropriate combination of some (not all) duties
listed above.
12.02 Assistants shall not be required to carry out the following duties:
Assistants shall not be required to carry out the following duties: lecturing/teaching;
responsibility for student course grades, course content and mode of delivery; or general
departmental responsibilities of an academic nature.
Assistants shall not be required to perform duties that are not associated with the course section
to which the Assistants are assigned.
In addition, Assistants shall not be required to create or design any assessment tool that evaluates
students understanding of course materials, such as quizzes, assignments, mid-term and final
examinations. These obligations are solely and exclusively within the purview and responsibility
of the Supervising Instructor.
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It is the Supervising Instructor’s responsibility to provide the Graduate Assistants and Teaching
Assistants with the following items: answer keys, solution sets, marking guidelines, and any
other related material to discharge his/her obligations.
12.06 Obligations
The obligations of an Assistant shall be to:
A. Contribute positively to the learning experience of Ryerson students.
B. Deal with all students respectfully and thoughtfully, and that student work should be treated
seriously and fairly.
C. Make every attempt to create an atmosphere of mutual respect in which students learn.
Assistants shall make every effort to stimulate intellectual curiosity and enthusiasm for learning.
D. Refrain from expressing or condoning views or adopting attitudes and behaviours, which
might damage or violate the self respect, dignity and human rights of the students.
E. Respect the dignity, integrity and human rights of their students and Faculty Supervising
Instructor and shall sustain a climate in which students may function as responsible students.
F. Display a sense of responsibility for the facilities of the University; to maintain punctually
their schedules; to obtain advance approval, except in cases of unforeseen emergencies, for any
deviation from their schedules; and to adequately plan.
G. Ensure that he/she has a complete understanding of his/her position description.
H. Bring an attitude of professionalism to their work.
I. Respect and adhere to the University policies on Human Rights, Harassment Prevention,
Occupational Health and Safety among other policies and standards.
J. Refer any matter to their Faculty Supervising Instructor/Chair/Director that is beyond their
knowledge level, experience or their level authority specified in their position description.
K. Maintain the confidentiality entrusted to them as a Ryerson employee. This means that details
of student or employee business will not be discussed outside the relevant context of their work
at Ryerson.
L. Not criticize Faculty members, their Faculty Supervising Instructor/Chair/Director or staff
members with students; to not encourage or solicit criticisms of colleagues from students; and to
not discuss their grievances with students.
M. While Assistants shall have the freedom to participate in general discussions of issues arising
within the University, any criticism expressed in such discussions shall be characterized, as must
criticism voiced anywhere, by a sense of responsibility. Assistants who engage in discussions or
5
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activities outside of the University shall do so, so as to not reflect adversely on, or be to the
detriment of the University.

How will you work with your TA/GAs?
TA/GA duties can be broadly classified into three categories listed below. For each of the three
categories I have outlined some specific duties you may have your TA/GA perform.

Laboratory Sessions
One of the most common settings for TA/GAs in the sciences is the laboratory. Science courses
will often have a laboratory component that runs concurrently with lectures. These laboratories
will likely serve to demonstrate a concept introduced in lecture. A TA/GA can oversee the
students during a laboratory session. It is likely that before any laboratory session the TA/GA
will present a pre-laboratory talk to the students where the purpose and format of the laboratory
session as well as any safety policies/procedures are explained. The TA/GA may demonstrate a
technique that the students will need to understand/perform. Throughout the lab the TA/GA will
monitor the students’ progress and answer any procedural/theoretical questions the students may
have.

Tutorials
The format of any tutorial will differ considerably depending on both the discipline and course
the tutorial is associated with. Some tutorials take the form of discussion groups where
discussion is lead/moderated by the TA/GA. Other tutorials will serve as a venue for students to
come to a TA/GA with specific theoretical questions regarding course material. Additionally,
tutorials are often the place where a TA/GA and students work through an assigned list of
problem-sets.

Marking
Across disciplines, marking is likely the most common function of any TA/GA. The material
graded by a TA/GA again very much depends on the course. You may wish to have your TA/GA
grade assignments/projects/exams and compile these grades for you. It is important to keep in
mind that course instructors are ultimately responsible for the grades students receive so you may
want to guide your TA/GA in how they grade assignments.
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The First Meeting
There are a number of best practices that Supervisory Instructors should follow regarding their
first meeting with TA/GAs. It is generally a good idea to schedule this first meeting immediately
following the TA/GAs appointment. Union regulations state that this meeting must be held “no
later than five (5) working days prior to the commencement of the Assistant’s employment**.”
**Article 12.03 of the current CUPE agreement states:
The Supervising Instructor and the Assistant shall meet to discuss the assigned duties and
obligations of the Assistant no later than five (5) working days prior to the commencement of the
Assistant’s employment. At this meeting the Assistant’s Supervising Instructor shall confirm the
hours of work and the start/end date for the Assistantship, the assigned duties, the standard of
performance expected, and any further details as might be appropriate and necessary. The
University will develop a form to confirm the assigned duties, hours of work, and start/end date
for the Assistantship, and a copy of such completed form will be sent to the Assistant and to the
local Union.
Typically, items discussed in this first meeting are;
1.
2.
3.

The hours of work and the start/end date for the Assistantship
The assigned duties, the standard of performance expected
Any further details as might be appropriate and necessary

However, most instructors will find that there are quite a number of additional items they would
like to cover in this first meeting.
These items include (but are not limited to):
4.
5.
6.

Grading Expectations
Grade Recording Policies/Procedures
Academic Integrity.

Below I have outlined specific questions relating to the aforementioned discussion points.
1. The hours of work and the start/end date for the Assistantship***
•
•
•
•

What are the start and end dates of the TA/GA contract?
How many hours per week is the TA/GA expected to work?
How should the TA/GA distribute their hours e.g. how many hours to be spent marking?
What should the TA/GA do if they are exceeding their contract hours?

***Article 13.03 of the current CUPE agreement states:
If a Graduate Assistant or Teaching Assistant is offered, and willing to undertake, a
Graduate/Teaching Assistant Position over the allotted 130 hours per terms, he/she may do so
provided that they do not exceed the allotted 390 hours in any academic year (over 3 semesters).
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The CUPE collective agreement (http://cupe3904.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Unit-3Collective-2014_Sept_01-to-2017_Aug_31.pdf) has a detailed breakdown of these duties, which
normally fall into three basic classifications A) Laboratory sessions, B) Tutorials and C.
Marking. In addition the CUPE agreement outlines the amount of time Assistants spend carrying
out their duties.
2. The assigned duties, the standard of performance expected
Is the TA/GA expected to:
•
•
•
•
•

Invigilate exams?
Prepare pre-lab/tutorial presentations?
Provide extra tutorials for students (particularly around exam time)?
Be aware of safety procedures?
Attend specific lectures?

3. Grading Expectations
•
•
•
•
•
•

How should the TA/GA weigh factors such as neatness, grammar, and clarity of writing
in grading assignments and/or lab reports?
Does the instructor have an expected average (i.e., class average of 65%) or a specific
distribution of grades (i.e., normal distribution)?
What is the purpose of the assignment/lab? (If you know WHY students are doing a
particular activity, you can assist them beforehand more easily, and it provides you with a
basis for deciding unclear grade issues).
What is the policy for late or missed assignments?
Is a marking scheme provided or will the TA/GA be expected to generate one
themselves?
Does the instructor have a policy for making comments on the labs/assignments?

5. Grade Recording Policies/Procedures
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the overall weighting scheme for the course?
What software (if any) will be used to tabulate grades?
What style of grading (numeric, letter) will be implemented?
When must marks for labs and/or assignments be submitted?
Will the TA/GA be responsible for entering the grades and for making grade changes?
How should the TA/GA deal with grade complaints?

6. Academic Integrity
•
•

How should the TA/GA deal with suspected breaches of academic integrity? What are
the steps that should be taken?
How does the instructor define “academic dishonesty?” For example, if two students
work together and hand in the same lab/assignment, is that considered dishonesty or
group work?
8
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•
•

Will the instructor follow up on the cases that you find, or will this be the TA/GAs
responsibility?
Discussion of Ryerson Academic Integrity Policies:
http://www.ryerson.ca/academicintegrity/
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Supervising Instructor Checklist for First Meeting with TA/GA

Below is a checklist that Supervising Instructors can refer to when first meeting with a TA/GA.
Space is provided for note taking.
Have the following items been discussed?

1.

The hours of work and the start/end date for the Assistantship

2.

The assigned duties, the standard of performance expected

3.

Grading Expectations

4.

Grade Recording Policies/Procedures

5.

Academic Dishonesty

Are there any additional questions or concerns that the TA/GA may have?
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Facilitation of the first TA/GA-Supervising Instructor meeting
This tool is intended to support TA/GAs and Supervising Instructors (SI) as they work together.
Prior to the start of a course, the TA/GA and the SI separately use this questionnaire to privately
indicate their response to the items. Next, they meet to compare and discuss their responses, with
a view to establishing a clear understanding of what is expected by each party.
Please indicate to what extent you think each of the following is important for the work of a
TA/GA:
Very
Important

Don’t
Important Know

Not
Not
Important Applicable

Course Management
A detailed breakdown of how the
SI wants TA/GA hours to be
1 spent
Log sheets for a TA/GA to
2 record how time is spent
Regular in-person meetings with
the SI to provide updates re time
3 usage
Regular in-person meetings with
the SI to discuss course-related
4 questions or problems
Regular in-person meetings with
other TA/GAs to discuss course5 related problems or questions
The role of e-mail
communication with SI and/or
TA/GAs to discuss course6 related questions or problems
The role of email for courserelated communications with
7 students
8 Weekly in-person office hours
Course Content & Process
Clearly-articulated expected
learning outcomes/objectives for
9 the course
Information on what to do in
10 tutorials
Protocol around how to deal with
emotionally-charged situations
11 that arise during class
Assessment
11
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12

13

14

15
16
17

18

19
20

21

Opportunities to have input on
exam or assignment construction
Written “answers” to exam or
assignment questions to aid in
grading student submissions
Criteria for grading that students
would have prior to the
completion of exams or
assignments
Criteria for grading that students
would receive when their exam
or assignment is returned
Criteria for tutorial
“participation” grade
Standards on grade distributions
TA/GA-initiated evaluations of
TA/GA’s
own efficacy
Adherence to Senate Policies
Protocols for examinations and
invigilation
Protocols for suspected breaches
of academic integrity
Protocols for accommodating
exceptional circumstances,
religious observations, or
disabilities

Below is a list of probing questions or statements that may be used by the TA/GA or SI to help
articulate any or their questions or concerns regarding the others role and responsibility.
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Questionnaire Items
Course Management
A detailed breakdown of how the SI
wants TA/GA hours to be spent
Log sheets for a TA/GA to record how
time is spent
Regular in-person meetings with the
SI to provide updates re time usage

Regular in-person meetings with the
SI to discuss course-related questions
or problems
Regular in-person meetings with other
TA/GAs to discuss course-related
problems or questions
The role of e-mail communication
with SI and/or TA/GAs to discuss
course-related questions or problems
The role of email for course-related
communications with students

Weekly in-person office hours

Course Content & Process
Clearly-articulated expected learning
outcomes/objectives for the course

Probing Questions or Statements to Support Dialogue Between TA/GA and
Supervising Instructor (SI)
Do you have a written plan that you could provide to me that outlines an approximation of
how hours are to be spent?
I will provide a log sheet that details the amount of time I have spent on TA/GA work.
Would you like me to share this blank form with other TA/GAs?
I would like to set a date at a mid-point in the course to touch base on how the TA/GAship
is going, how much time is being allotted to tasks. Could we please schedule a time to meet
either in-person, by phone, or by e-mail correspondence? Has this been accounted for in the
workload distribution?
Do you plan to meet periodically during the course to discuss course content, classes,
lectures or tutorials? How often do you anticipate those meetings will be? Do you know
when they will be and how long each meeting will be? Has this been accounted for in the
workload distribution?
Are other TA/GAs interested in meeting at times to discuss how we are approaching
tutorials, challenging situations with students, workload management, etc?
Is there an expectation that we communicate regularly by e-mail?

How do CUPE guidelines re course-related e-mail communications with TA/GAs impact
how I will use e-mail in the course? Are there specific instructions that I will give my
students with respect to limits that I will place on e-mail communications? Am I easily
reached by e-mail, and is the SI easily reached by e-mail?
While I plan to be available, as scheduled, for a weekly office hour, may I see students by
appointment, or must I be physically present at the office hour even if no one has scheduled
an appointment to see me?
Are there expected learning outcomes articulated on the course outline (“learning
objectives” may be the language used by the SI)? If not, what would you as the SI like to
see the students being able to do at the end of this course?
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Information on what to do in tutorials
Protocol around how to deal with
emotionally-charged situations that
arise during class
Assessment
Opportunities to have input on exam
or assignment construction
Written “answers” to exam or
assignment questions to aid in grading
student submissions
Criteria for grading that students
would have prior to the completion of
exams or assignments
Criteria for grading that students
would receive when their exam or
assignment is returned
Criteria for tutorial “participation”
grade

Standards on grade distributions
TA/GA-initiated evaluations of
TA/GA’s own efficacy
Adherence to Senate Policies
Protocols for examinations and
invigilation
Protocols for suspected breaches of
academic integrity
Protocols for accommodating

Do you have expectations about how you would like me to conduct tutorials?
Do you have a policy, protocol or general advice you provide to TA/GAs on how you wish
them to manage emotionally-charged situations in the classroom?

Will I be expected to contribute to the development of exams or assignments? If so, in what
way(s) will I be asked to contribute? Has this been accounted for in the workload
distribution?
Will you provide to me in writing the kinds of “answers” that you would like to see in
student submissions for exams or assignments or guidelines on how to grade assignments?
Will students be given the criteria by which grades will be determined prior to the
completion of their exams or assignments?
Will students be able to see what they received on each component of an exam or
assignment and/or the mathematical details of how grades are determined?
If a grade is being given for “student participation,” how is this concept being
operationalized? That is, what are the criteria to be taken into account? Is active listening, as
well as talking, to be rewarded? Is being supportive to the tutorial process to be rewarded?
Will students be made aware of the criteria used to assess “participation?”
Do you want me to grade submissions in a way that ensures a particular kind of grade
distribution?
Will I have an opportunity to distribute evaluations to students to evaluate my teaching
efficacy?
Protocols for examinations and invigilation Prior to exams, will we have an opportunity to
discuss protocols for invigilation? In the event of suspected breaches of academic honesty
will you provide invigilators with instructions?
How do I treat suspected breaches of academic integrity?
What should I do if a student asks me for permission to miss a tutorial, or for a due date to
14
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exceptional circumstances, religious
observations, or disabilities

be extended, because of exceptional circumstances or religious observations? If a student
requests accommodations for a disability, what should I do? If a student misses a tutorial
because of religious observance not recognized by the University, what should I do?

The above tool was created by Dr. Debra Langan (Wilfred Laurier University), Dr. John Paul Foxe (Ryerson University) and Cherie
Bova (York University).
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Appendices
Appendix 1
Ryerson Supports for Supervising Instructor and TA/GAs
1. Academic Accommodation Support at Ryerson:
http://www.ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport/academic-accommodationsupport/index.html
Academic Accommodation Support provides instructors with accommodation
information and resources regarding working with students with disabilities.
2. Centre for Student Development and Counseling (CSDC):
www.ryerson.ca/counselling/
The CSDC offers programs and resources that assist students not only to solve immediate
problems, but also to define their personal, academic and career goals, and to acquire the
self-confidence and transferable skills necessary for professional success and individual
growth. These services are provided on a one-to-one basis or in a group format.
3. CUPE 3904, Unit 3:
http://3904.cupe.ca/Unit_3
CUPE 3904, Unit 3 is the Union representing Teaching Assistants and Graduate
Assistants at Ryerson University.
4. International Services for Students:
http://www.ryerson.ca/studentlife/internationalsupport//
International Services for Student (ISS) provides support services for registered
international students and promotes international awareness to the Ryerson community
5. Student Information Centre:
www.ryerson.ca/currentstudents/
This resource serves as a hub for students seeking information regarding just about
anything.
6. Student Learning Support:
http://www.ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport/index.html
Student Learning Support is dedicated to helping students reach their academic potential
by providing professional resources that develop sound learning strategies which address
the primary challenges students face in an academic environment. In addition to working
directly with students, staff at the Student Learning Support welcome the opportunity to
work collaboratively with university faculty on issues related to learning and student
success.
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7. The Learning and Teaching Office:
http://ryerson.ca/lt/
The Learning and Teaching office implements a number of specific programs, including
teaching seminars and workshops, teaching excellence awards, new faculty orientations,
an annual teaching conference, a distinguished educator speaker series and the University
Teaching Development Program. The LTO also provides individual consultation to
faculty members on different teaching issues.
8. Writing Support:
http://www.ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport/writing-support/index.html
Writing Support offers a variety of services ranging from one-on-one tutorial sessions to
in-class presentations and specialized workshops on APA and MLA formats, essay
writing skills and plagiarism seminar.
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Appendix 1.1
Paying your TA/GA
In order to pay your Assistant, the supervising instructor must enter the contract into eAppoint.
All relevant information, i.e. start date, rate of pay, etc. needs to be entered into the system. For
more information on eAppoint or to obtain access to eAppoint, please refer to the following link;
http://www.ryerson.ca/hr/eHR/eappoint.html
In some faculty/departments, Assistants are required to fill out time sheets every two weeks to
record the exact number of hours they have worked in those weeks. Some faculty/departments
however, use an “averaged hours” system to pay their Assistants. If this is the case, Assistants
are not required to complete time sheets, as the hours of work per week are “averaged” for the
length of the appointment. This means that every two weeks you will be paid an “average”
number of hours depending on the total hours in your contract divided by the total number of
business days in your contract. It important to note, that the first and last pay will likely be
“irregular” depending on your start and end date that pay period will likely not have a full two
weeks to account for. Each supervising instructor should be familiar with the practice of time
sheets in their respective faculty/department.
Assistants are paid bi-weekly on a deferred basis. For a complete pay schedule, including
specific pay periods, pay submission deadlines and pay dates, please refer to the following link:
http://www.ryerson.ca/content/dam/hr/employee-resources/docs/2017-pay-schedule-deadlinesbiweekly-deferred.pdf
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Rates of Pay
Below is chart outlining the rates of pay for the various types of Assistants, as defined by the
CUPE 3 Collective Agreement.

September 1, 2014
to August 31, 2015
(includes 1.25%
Across- the-Board
Adjustment)

September 1, 2015
to August 31, 2016
(includes 1.5%
Across- the-Board
Adjustment)

September 1, 2016
to August 31, 2017
(includes 1.75%
Across- the-Board
Adjustment)

PhD

$44.93

$45.61

$46.41

Master

$41.60

$42.23

$42.97

Category 1:
Undergraduate
(enrolled in the 4th $32.18
year) or NonRyerson Student

$32.66

$33.23

Category 2:
Non-course related
$19.42
and Lab Monitor
appointments

$19.71

$20.06

$22.47

$22.80

$23.20

Position

Graduate
Assistant
(Ryerson
Student)

Teaching
Assistant

Invigilators
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Appendix 1.2
Performance Evaluation Graduate Assistantship/Teaching
Assistantship

Graduate Assistant/Teaching Assistant Name:
Department:
Faculty:
Course Number (if applicable):
Term and Year:
Supervisor’s name:

The purpose of this evaluation is to assess the Graduate Assistant/Teaching Assistant performance and thereby
assist him/her in developing and improving his/her skills, and ensure a standard of acceptable employee
performance. An employee’s ongoing performance is normally subject to a formal written evaluation once during
any academic semester of appointment. This evaluation must be discussed with the Assistant within thirty (30)
days of the performance evaluation. Any concerns regarding the performance review may be directed to the
Department/School Chair/Director.

This evaluation has six parts: A) General, B) Knowledge, C) Communication and Interaction with Students, D)
Overall Evaluation, E) Employee Comments, and F) Signatures. To complete the evaluation both the Supervisor and
the Assistant must sign and date the form, after a discussion has taken place. Please use the following guide to
rate the Teaching Assistant’s performance in each of the areas.
N/A = Not applicable
1 = unacceptable
2 = satisfactory / some improvement required
3 = good / accomplishes tasks diligently and well
4 = excellent / accomplishes all tasks at a high level

20
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A) GENERAL: Please assess the Assistant’s performance in carrying out tasks related to scheduling, time
management, and according to supervisor’s instructions.
N/A

1

2

3

4

Additional Comments

Overall preparation
Time management during term
Quality of grading of course
assignments
Timeliness in returning graded
assignments/exams
Brings an attitude of
professionalism to his/her work
Adheres to University policies on
Human Rights, Harassment
Prevention, Occupational Health
and Safety among other policies.
B) KNOWLEDGE: Please assess the Assistant’s knowledge or level of expertise in the subject matter being taught
and the job duties carried out.
N/A

1

2

3

4

Additional Comments

Knowledge/understanding of
course material
Technical competence (e.g. in
laboratory sessions)
Knowledge/understanding of job
description.
C. COMMUNICAITON AND INTERACTION WITH STUDENTS: Please assess the interaction between the Assistant
and the students taking the course.
N/A

1

2

3

4

Additional Comments

Competence as a discussion leader
or laboratory instructor
Accessibility during scheduled
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office hours
Clarity of
presentation/explanations
Encourages student discussion
Expresses ideas clearly
Responds clearly to student
questions
Deals with all students respectfully
and thoughtfully and creates an
atmosphere of mutual respect.
Student work is treated seriously
and fairly.
D. OVERALL EVALUATION OF ASSISTANT:
1. Unacceptable

2. Satisfactory

3. Good

4. Excellent

Comments:

Supervisor’s Name: ________________________

Signature: ______________________________

__

Date: ____________________________
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E) EMPLOYEE COMMENTS:
The employee may add his/her written comments to the performance evaluation if he/she so desires.

Employee Signature: __________________________ Date:______________________
I have seen, discussed and
understood this Evaluation

F) Signatures: Both the Supervisor and the Employee shall sign this form to indicate that a discussion took place.

Supervisor’s signature:_________________________

Copies:

Date:______________________

Assistant
Supervisor
Chair/Director
Official File
CUPE Local 3904 Unit 3

This form can be downloaded from http://www.ryerson.ca/teaching/employment_resources/cupe-3904-unit3/
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Appendix 1.3
Performance Evaluation of Exam Invigilator
NOTE: You only need to fill in this form for those invigilators with an overall rating of unacceptable.

To be filled in by the Supervisor after each examination session.
Name of Invigilator:

________________________________________

Department:

________________________________________

Faculty:

________________________________________

Course Number (if applicable)

________________________________________

Term and Year

________________________________________

Date Invigilator worked:

________________________________________

Invigilator’s Supervisor:

________________________________________

The purpose of this evaluation is to assess the Invigilator’s performance and thereby assist
him/her in developing and improving his/her skills, and ensure a standard of acceptable
employee performance. Any concerns regarding the performance review may be directed to the
Invigilator Supervisor.
Process:

Please assess the Invigilator’s performance in carrying out invigilation tasks.
Rating scale:
(Please circle)
YES NO
N/A
YES

NO

N/A

YES

NO

N/A

YES

NO

N/A

Responsibilities:

Comments:

Was familiar with Ryerson exam
policies and procedures
Properly assisted in set-up of
exams and other activities prior
to exam.
Properly monitored students
during exams.
Properly assisted Supervisor at
the end of exams.
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Additional comments (if necessary):
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Invigilator’s Signature:

_______________________________ Date: ___________
I have seen, discussed and understood
this Evaluation

Supervisor’s Name:

______________________________

Supervisor’s Signature: _______________________________ Date: ___________

Note:

Should the employee have any concerns with the performance evaluation he/she may discuss
his/her concerns with his/her Supervisor or with the Supervisor’s superior.

Copies: Invigilator
Supervisor
Official File
Academic Integrity Office
CUPE Local 3904 Unit 3
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